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Abstract 
The linguistic oriented approach to translation finds the very essence of translation is in the basics of the linguistic concept of 
translation, which is the fact that the process of translation is a language act in which a text from one language is substituted with 
an equivalent text from another, by making that substitution in accordance with the regulations of both language systems. 
This paper will deal with translation related issues through contrastive analyses between Macedonian and English, as well as the 
advantages and disadvantages of this approach. In the process of finding translation equivalence, there are instances of finding 
absolute equivalence, partial and no equivalence. This paper analyses such examples. In translating lexemes with no equivalent, 
which are culture specific, translators find themselves in a difficult position. 
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1. Introduction  
The linguistic oriented approach to translation as opposed to the literary one, finds the very essence of translation 
is in the basics of the linguistic concept of translation, which is the fact that the process of translation is a language 
act in which a text from one language is substituted with an equivalent text from another, by making that 
substitution in accordance with the regulations of both language systems. In the extreme case of this approach lays 
the linguistic equivalence, which means word-for-word translation, being in conflict with the dynamic equivalence, 
which means having a product that stimulates an effect in the reader of the translation similar to the one caused in 
the reader of the original. A reader can only make sense of a text by analyzing the linguistic elements which 
constitute it, supported by his/her own knowledge and experience. 
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1.1. The notions of equivalence and correspondence 
 
  In Catford’s definition on translation, which is very often quoted, it is defined as replacement of textual material 
in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL) (1965:20). Catford in his equivalence 
oriented approach distinguishes between translation equivalence and formal correspondence. The formal 
correspondence actually presents the relatedness between linguistic units of one language and their corresponding 
linguistic units from another. I can illustrate this with the hierarchy of linguistic units in Macedonian, which operate 
on five levels: sentence, part-sentence, group, word, morpheme. The same linguistic organization can be found in 
English. Therefore, it can be said that this is a case of formal correspondence, which is of considerably abstract 
nature. 
 
1.2. Translation of lexical items 
 
The problems which arise in the process of translation are a result of the difference in the language systems 
which can be organized in respect to the various language levels in which they occur. These problems are most 
commonly found on a lexical level. The formal correspondent is not necessarily identical with the translation 
equivalent. There is an example to illustrate this: ‘He put his hand into his pocket’, where the possessive determiner 
‘his’ is used. This sentence in Macedonian would follow: ‘Ја стави раката в џеб’. For the first ‘his’ the translational 
equivalent is the definite article ‘–та’, his hand=раката, while for the second determiner there is zero equivalence: 
into his pocket=в џеб. So, even though there are similarities in the possessive determiners in the two languages, they 
are not always translation equivalents. The phenomenon of ‘false-friends’ often represent a trap where the translator 
can easily fall into. The constant introduction of new lexemes through the process of language borrowing where a 
significant number of these loan words are included in the process of creating a special lexical class ‘false-friends’. 
An example: ‘лектор’ – language instructor, proofreader; ‘lecturer’ – предавач, or in ‘синдикат’ – trade unions, 
unions; ‘syndicate’ – здружение, новинарско здружение. In order to avoid mistranslations, a systematic study of 
the context should be done, apart from the necessary knowledge of both linguistic and extra-linguistic notions.  
2. Ambiguity of sense 
An expression is said to be ambiguous is more than one meaning can be assigned to it, distinguishing between 
lexical (in case where an ambiguous word is involved, a homonymy) or structural (grammatical) ambiguity, and 
scope ambiguity which again is another type of structural ambiguity.  
Polysemy is a language phenomenon found in every language, which is of special attention for translation. It has 
been accepted that the words should not be considered as separate linguistic units but take into account their 
relationships to other lexemes. A frequent source for polysemous lexical items is the figurative or metaphorical 
extension. Even if a single lexical item is mistranslated the coherence of the whole text can be affected. Let’s take 
the Macedonian lexeme ‘глава’ for illustration. There is a number of meanings which have their equivalence in 
English like in: part of the human body ‘глaва’ and ‘head’; ‘глава на семејството’ and ‘head of the family’, ‘глава 
на клинец’ and ‘the head of a nail’ (as an upper part of an object) but in the English ‘the head of the street’ the 
Macedonian equivalent is ‘горниот крај на улицата’ (literary the ‘upper’ part of the street).  But, there are also 
instances when other lexemes have the meaning of ‘глава’, like in ‘глава во книга’ has the English lexeme 
‘chapter’ as an equivalent. If the source text makes use of two or more meanings and the translations fails, the 
meaning will be lost, resulting in a ‘shift in coherence’ (Blum-Kulka, 1986). In the process of finding translation 
equivalence, there are instances of finding absolute equivalence, partial and no equivalence. In translating lexemes 
with no equivalent, which are culture specific, translator find themselves in a difficult position. Verbs of perception 
represent another lexical field which can be polysemous. I will here try to illustrate the semantic extensions of these 
verbs, presenting their literal physical meaning, and their figurative ones while also making a comparison with their 
Macedonian counterparts.  For this purpose, we shall consider one verb of visual perception ‘see’ / ‘гледа’. Both the 
verbs ‘гледа’ and ‘see’ have the meanings of ‘сфаќа, разбира’ / ‘realize, understand’. In the example: ‘Моите 
родители гледаа колку е тешка нашата ситуација’, the Macedonian verb ‘гледа’ has the meaning of ‘сфаќа, 
разбира’, which can also be applied with the same semantic extension to the English counterpart ‘see’ and produce: 
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‘My parents saw how difficult our situation is’, again here the verb ‘see’ having the meaning of ‘realize, 
understand’.   Or, there is another meaning of ‘гледа’ which is ‘се труди, настојува’ / ‘tries, insists, insure’, like in 
the case of: ‘Компанијата ќе гледа да не дојде до отпуштања’ / The company will see that it doesn’t come to any 
dismissals. / The company will see to it. 
3. Conclusion 
In the process of translation various factors contribute to the coherence of the product. Many of these factors are 
language and culture specific and it is the translator’s task to minimize the discrepancies between the model of the 
source text and the produce a translation having the target reader in mind. Nida took readers’ reactions to a 
translation as the main yardstick for assessing a translation’s quality, positing global behavioral criteria, such as 
intelligibility and informativeness and stating that a ‘good’ translation is one leading to ‘equivalence of response’, a 
concept clearly linked to his principle of ‘dynamic equivalence of translation,’ i.e., that the manner in which 
receptors of a translation respond to the translation should be ‘equivalent’ to the manner in which the source text’s 
receptors respond to the original. Another important issue is the role of the translator and where his loyalties lie, so 
the relationship between original and translation is whether a translation is in fact a translation or another secondary 
text derived via a different textual operation. 
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